MOZART, Wolfgang Amadeus, 1756-1791

*Symphony, no.41, “Jupiter”, K.551*

Bärenreiter Facsimile, [1] Kassel, 2005. Oblong, 33 x 25 cm, 103, 64 pp. Beautiful full-color halftone reproduction of the autograph score based on newly commissioned photographs. This new edition greatly improves the readability of many faint passages in the original, which, over the years have faded and lost their legibility. At the same time this greater fidelity allows one to see different copying "layers" based on different intensities of the ink (for example, Mozart often copies the outer voices—melody and bass—first, then fills in the inner parts later). Commentary in Eng-Ger-Jap. Handsome bibliophile edition printed on deckel-edged laid paper. Quarter linen, decorative paper boards and embossed/pasted title etikette. *(view other volumes from this series)*
Special OMI price: $499
(reg. $549)
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